
REPRESENTATION OF WOMEN IN MAINSTREAM FILM STUDIES ESSAY

Mainstream Hindi film industry churned out countless movies where women represented as bearer rather than maker of
meaning. However, the film No One.

But one must understand that all these values that dictate the trends of Bollywood are ruled and dominated by
the premise of patriarchy and therefore women are represented in a manner which is submissive to these
values and therefore subject to control by men. Women A representation is when a media text such as a
newspaper, magazine or film represent ideas or events to us in a distorted view. She discovered two new
radioactive elements - polonium and radium - and won two Nobel prizes for her work. Instead of visiting a
theatre in order to be entertained, people can watch TV or use the internet. If a man and a woman live together
unmarried, hardly anybody will be shoked about that fact. The realities of the patriarchal society and the
standards set by it make the woman under confident and make her believe that the only form of security she
can achieve is through obedience to the society that terrorizes her to begin with. These changes can be seen in
every field of life. She flew helicopters and planes to map the lines and used so many brooms to clean them
that some people thought she was a witch. Women are still depicted or portrayed in the old moulds of
feminity. Such stereotypes have no personal traits, no substance in terms of character and temperament; they
only exist in relation to men, to heroes on screen. Women in our society are perceived and therefore
represented as inferior beings. Due to the fact that women tend to exhibitionism, they are the object that men
look at. This she is transformed into by the poor boy who as reward gets the woman as a trophy in the end.
She graduated in African-American studies, chemical engineering, and medicine and learnt to speak Japanese,
Russian, and Swahili. Obviously those situations and reflections of life and society are exaggerated and blown
up converting it all into a motion picture with elements of drama, suspense and comedy so as to attract
spectators. Audiences like to see the familiar on screen. However, female characters do not have enough
representation because males take most of the important roles in different kinds of media. There are films that
portray women in bold and strong characters and sometimes even as individuals but such films are not very
successful commercially. In every culture exists the thought that uncontrolled natural energies pollute
anything that crosses its way. That is one measure of equality â€” the right to be bad and not suffer for it,
rather than the demand, placed on female academics and actresses, to be exceptional just to be seen. The same
ideology and story is repeated film after film transforming the ideology into a norm that soon becomes a trend
followed by the people. One of the writers who targets the subordination of women is Sherry B. Bring the
baby Tyrannosaurus rex aboard the mobile home? Movies now portray live-in relationships, girlfriends and
boyfriends, pre-marital sex, corruption, people following live and let live policy in life and family, liberal
parents, colleges are depicted like dating parties and professors like friends. A cursory glance on the history on
Hindi cinema and the changing trends of society and cinema leads one to believe that Bollywood has
progressed over time in terms of depiction of women. But a woman shown in films does not only appeal to the
male spectators as a sexual object, furthermore, the female figure is regarded as a menace of castration,
because a woman does not have a penis  So, she quit NASA and now runs a company that uses satellites to do
just that. Maria Montessori, an Italian physician and educator who lived from to 


